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Counter-Top Safety Shields

Our Counter-Top Safety Shields are essential 
to the changing nature of businesses moving 
forward.  As we all move to embrace physical 
distancing, safety is our priority.

We manufacture a series of safety shields to 
suit your space and needs. 

Made of a premium plastic material called 
Polycarbonate, our shields will maintain their 
quality.  These shields can be cleaned with 
any disinfectant.

If you are unable to find a solution within 
these pages, please feel free to reach out to 
us for a custom solution.  We can design and 
manufacture to your specifications with short 
lead times and quality results!
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Counter-Top Safety Shields

#PN9201
Small Folding Counter Shield

36”w x 10”d x 30”h
(centre panel is 16”w, each side is 10”w)

This hinged counter shield uses a strong  
double-sided, non-marking tape to secure in
place.  The hinges are adjustable to maximize
the shield’s capability fit to your desired space.

Made of 1/8” Polycarbonate, boxed in sets of 2.

#NUF10812-A01
Standard Folding Counter Shield

48”w x 10”d x 30”h
(centre panel is 28”w, each side is 10”w)

This hinged counter shield uses a strong  
double-sided, non-marking tape to secure in
place.  The hinges are adjustable to maximize
the shield’s capability fit to your desired space.

Made of 1/8” Polycarbonate, boxed in sets of 2.

#PN9202
Freestanding Counter-Top Shield

36”w x 8”d x 30”h

This freestanding unit can be easily relocated 
and rests easily on any counter or table top 
surface.  Made of 1/4” acrylic, this unit can be  
cleaned with no residue or damage to the 
material itself.

This unit ships flat and is assembled in place.
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Permanent Counter Barriers
For a more permanent solution, we offer 
complete glass barriers, ideal for medical 
counters and businesses that prefer a lasting 
solution.

This barrier system is completely modular, 
allowing you to customize it to your space.

The basis of this system is a series of upright 
posts with 1/4” thick tempered glass panels 
that are secured in between them.  These 
posts screw directly into your counter top or 
can be attached with a high adhesive 
permanent tape for the most secure 
connections.

There are a number of different versions of 
these posts, allowing you to create corners 
and angles for added versatility. 

If you require a custom version of this system,  
we can design and manufacture to your 
specifications with short lead times and 
quality results!

Detail view of post base with clip

Detail view of post top 
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Permanent Counter Barriers

#PN9301
45 Degree Upright 
Post

1-1/2” x 1-1/2” x 30”h

Includes all clips and 
hardware to hold glass 
in place.

Finish: Powder Coat- 
Black, White or Grey

#PN9302
Centre Upright Post

1-3/4” x 1-1/16” x 30”h

Includes all clips and 
hardware to hold glass 
in place.

Finish: Powder Coat- 
Black, White or Grey

#PN9303
90 Degree Upright 
Post

1-7/16” x 1-7/16” x 30”h

Includes all clips and 
hardware to hold glass 
in place.

Finish: Powder Coat- 
Black, White or Grey

#PN9304
End Cap Upright Post
(Left or Right)

1-7/16 x 1-1/16” x 30”h

Includes all clips and 
hardware to hold glass 
in place.

Finish: Powder Coat- 
Black, White or Grey
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Counter Top & Freestanding Shields
Distancing Decals

Waiting Room & Divider Solutions
Permanent & Custom Solutions

Permanent Counter Barriers

#PN9305- Permanent Counter Mount Base 
with plate cover for counter-sunk screws.

3-1/16” x 3-1/16” x 2”h

Finish: Epoxy Coat Black, White or Grey

#PN9306- Semi-Permanent Counter Mount 
Base with plate cover. Includes high strength
adhesive tape.

3” x 3” x 2”h

Finish: Epoxy Coat Black, White or Grey

#PN9307- Short Tempered Glass Panel 
 

23”w x 26-3/16”h x 1/4” thick

#PN9308- Standard Tempered Glass Panel 

23”w x 29-3/16”h x 1/4” thick
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Permanent Counter Barriers

Exploded view of complete setup
Showing a 72” system

This design includes:

2pcs- #PN9304- End Cap Upright Post w/clips
2pcs- #PN9302- Centre Upright Post w/clips
4pcs- #PN9305- Permanent Counter Mount Base
1pc- #PN9307- Short Tempered Glass Panel
2pcs- #PN9308- Standard Tempered Glass Panel

We will work with you to create the solution 
that works best for your space!

Isometric view of complete setup
Showing a 72” system
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Freestanding Safety Dividers

A  custom freestanding solution created by PragerNuform for RBC

We have designed and manufactured a series of freestanding solutions to act as 
safety dividers and distancing screens.  We also provide custom solutions for your 
specific requirements

These safety dividers are available in 3 different formats; permanent solutions that 
screw to existing surfaces, semi-permanent solutions that rest flat on the floor and 
mobile solutions on wheels. 

Combining sturdy steel frame and support elements with durable clear 

   

polycarbonate, these units ship 
knock-down for easy assembly.

These units are perfect for 
self-checkouts, banks, casinos, 
pop-up retail events and office 
settings

Floor Mount Safety Shield
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Freestanding Safety Dividers

#PN9402
Two Tier Floor Shield 

60”w x 14”d x 72”h

Slide in 1 or 2 (1/8” thick) polycarbonate panels to com-
plete the shield. 
(Shown with optional pass through upper panel)

*Available with wheels or levellers to suit your needs.

This unit can ship knock down or fully welded for added 
strength.

Finish: Epoxy Coat Black

#PN9401
Floor Mount Safety Shield

48”w x 6”d x 72”h

This freestanding unit is mounted directly to the floor 
with screws and uses a 1/8” thick polycarbonate panel.

This unit is fully welded for added strength.

Finish: Epoxy Coat Black
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Distancing Decals
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#PN9501
Square Distancing Decal

16” x 16“

These distancing decals are made of a non-slip high 
adhesive vinyl that is easily removable.

Standard colours are red and white. Custom brand 
appropriate colours are available on request.

Sold in sets of 10pcs.

#PN9502
Round Distancing Decal

16“ Diameter

These distancing decals are made of a non-slip high 
adhesive vinyl that is easily removable.

Standard colours are yellow, blue and red. Custom brand 
appropriate colours are available on request.

Sold in sets of 10pcs.

#PN9503
Round Graphic Decal

16“ Diameter

These distancing decals are made of a non-slip high 
adhesive vinyl that is easily removable.

Standard colours are orange and white. Custom brand 
appropriate colours are available on request.

Sold in sets of 10pcs.
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Safety Station Sign holder

Front:
Hinged box for anti-bacterial wipes 

& Refuse container

Back:
Automatic sanitizer dispenser
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#PN9601
Safety Station Sign holder

22”w x 18”d x 65”h

This signholder doubles as a 
safety station.  Able to hold your 
standard 22” x 28” marketing, 
there is an additional channel 
welded to the top for all COVID-19 
related messaging, ideal for 1/4” 
material.

This safety station is double sided: 
One side holds an automatic 
sanitizer dispenser and the other 
holds 2 containers of wipes and 
prodives a small garbage bin for 
refuse.  

These items are contained within 
a sheet steel bin, hinged at the 
top and plated satin chrome for 
ultimate durability.

This unit comes knock-down for 
cost effective freight and easy 
assembly.

Finish: Satin Chrome with a wood 
laminte insert.

As this signholder is 
manufactured locally, we are 
happy to work with you on a 
custom solution to suit your 
needs!  Please contact us for more 
information.
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Waiting Room Dividers
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Our safety divider system is 
ideal for medical offices and 
waiting rooms of all types.

Available in single 
freestanding dividers and a 
modular system that can be 
used in open spaces, these 
dividers are a versatile 
solution.

Using frosted, corrugated 
plastic, the dividers provide 
privacy while ensuring light 
can pass through.

This durable material can be 
cleaned with all liquid  
disinfectants with no residue or material wear.  The divider panels are available in two 
standard widths, 24” or 30”, allowing for numerous configurations based on your 
needs.  This system ships flat and is easy to assemble on site, requiring no tools.

Our divider system can be customized to your space, please contact us for more 
details or custom options! 
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Waiting Room Dividers

#PN9701-24 Single Freestanding Divider 
Includes slide in plastic panel.  (Satin Chrome)
*Base style subject to change based on your final design
24”w x 6”d x 60”h

#PN9701-30 Single Freestanding Divider 
Includes slide in plastic panel. (Satin Chrome)
*Base style subject to change based on your final design
30”w x 6”d x 60”h

#PN9702- Steel base for upright. Made of 1/4” 
thick plate with welded upright. Includes felt 
pads to protect your floor.

14”d x 6”h

Finish: Satin Chrome

#PN9704-24 Panel Assembly with clips, frame 
& plastic panel (Satin Chrome)
24”w x 1”d x 48”h

#PN9704-30 Panel Assembly with clips, frame 
& plastic panel (Satin Chrome)
30”w x 1”d x 48”h

#PN9703- Upright Post

Made of lightweight 
aluminium.  This post features 
cut outs to accept panels on all 
4 sides, allowing no protruding 
hardware when not in use.

This post slides tightly over the 
steel base for a secure, 
necessary connection that does 
not require tools for assembly.

2-1/16”d x 60”h

Finish: SIlver Epoxy
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Isometric view of complete setup
Showing a 60” divider

Exploded view 
of complete setup
Showing a 60” divider

This design includes:
3pcs- #PN9702- Steel base for uprights

3pcs- #PN9703- Upright Post
2pcs- #PN9704-30- Panel Assemblies 

Waiting Room Dividers
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Contact Us
Jason Pridmore

president
jason@pragernuform.com

Fred Smith
v.p operations

fred@pragernuform.com

Richard Veinott
v.p business development

richard@pragernuform.com

Marcel Rocheleau
director of store fixtures

marcel@pragernuform.com

Jacob Prager
sales manager

jacob@pragernuform.com

Jerry Mihailoff
sales manager

jerry@pragernuform.com

Kevin Hubert
sales manager

kevin@pragernuform.com

We are proud that our products are being used by the following companies
The safety of their customers and staff is our top priority!


